Fault injection has increasingly been used both to attack software applications, and to test system robustness. Detecting fault injection vulnerabilities has been approached with a variety of different but limited methods. This paper proposes an extension of a recently published general model checking based process to detect fault injection vulnerabilities in binaries. This new extension makes the general process scalable to real-world implementions which is demonstrated by detecting vulnerabilities in different cryptographic implementations.
INTRODUCTION
Recently fault injection has been increasingly used both as a method to attack software applications, and to test the robustness of software systems. Many systems are particularly vulnerable to fault injection attacks due to operating in hostile environments, i.e. environments where an attacker may be able to perform physical attacks on the system hardware. Many such attacks have been demonstrated on various systems, showing that different kinds of faults can be injected into various devices (1, 2, 3) . Attacks can also be achieved through software alone and do not require attacking the hardware directly. A recent example of this is row hammer (4) that has been exploited in various attacks (5, 6) .
The wide variety of fault injection attacks and possible impacts upon a system make it impossible to prevent software from failing under all possible attacks (3) . Thus, recent work has approached the problem of fault injection by limiting the scope of attacks, or limiting the kinds of vulnerabilities analysed (7, 8, 9, 10) , often requiring specialised equipment. This paper proposes an extension of the automated formal process introduced in (11) for the detection of fault injection vulnerabilities in binaries. This extension overcomes limitations in the scalability of the pure model-based general process. In particular, it addresses cases where the full rigour of model checking is not required, such as when a program crash, infinite loop, or non-functional state can be rapidly approximated. The extension still accounts for many different kinds of fault injections and does not require specialised hardware or equipment. This process is achieved by simulating fault injection attacks upon the executable binary for the given software, running pre-analysis to rapidly eliminate defective outcomes, and then using model checking on the remaining executable binaries to determine whether or not the simulated fault injection attack violates properties the software should maintain. This paper presents an automated process for detecting vulnerabilities in binaries using model checking. The process begins with the executable binary that represents the program to be considered. The validation of the executable binary involves checking various properties using model checking to ensure the executable binary meets its specification. Fault injection attacks are then simulated on the executable binary, producing mutant binaries. The pre-analysis quickly rules out mutant binaries that are not suitable for model checking. The properties are then model checked on the mutant binaries that pass pre-analysis. A difference in the result between validating and checking the properties indicates a vulnerability to the fault injection attack that was simulated.
This extended process provides a general approach that can support detecting a wide variety of fault injection vulnerabilities in binaries by varying the fault model of the fault injection while being scalable to real-world implementations. The strengths of this approach include the following. By operating directly upon the binary, fault injection vulnerabilities that cannot be detected in source languages or intermediate representations can be detected (12, 11) . Formal methods, here model checking, ensure the rigour of the analysis and so ensure that fault injection vulnerabilities that are detected are real and not false positives. An automated process can be easily iterated over various fault injection models and approaches, and thus allows broad, or even complete, coverage of possible fault injection attacks. Combining automation, broad coverage, and formal methods, allows the process to make strong guarantees about the vulnerability of a system that has been analysed. The process design, and extension with pre-analysis, allow for easy parallelism and thus scalability of the process in practice.
To demonstrate the efficacy of this process, this paper includes a case study of applying the process with various fault models to two different cryptographic implementations: the PRESENT lightweight encryption algorithm (14, 15) , and the recently introduced lightweight encryption algorithm SPECK (20) .
The results found 82 vulnerabilities, with 9 in each of PRESENT and SPECK allowing an attacker to bypass the encryption entirely. A further 64 cryptanalytical attack vulnerabilities were found in PRESENT.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows.
• Describing a general process that allows automated detection of fault injection vulnerabilities in binaries.
• An implementation of the process that allows easy automation exploiting existing tools.
• The addition of pre-analysis to the process to significantly reduce model checking cost.
• A fault injection tool for injection various faults into executable binaries.
• A case study demonstrating the efficacy of using the process on PRESENT and SPECK.
• The identification of 73 fault injection vulnerabilities in PRESENT, 9 that bypass encryption entirely.
• The identification of 9 fault injection vulnerabilities in SPECK that bypass encryption entirely.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls background on fault injection attacks, fault models, PRESENT & SPECK, model checking and properties. Section 3 introduces the extended process of this paper. Section 4 overviews the implementation and tools used to achieve the process. Section 5 applies the process to the PRESENT and SPECK and analyses the results. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 concludes.
BACKGROUND
This section recalls key concepts and information useful to understanding the rest of the paper. These are divided into four main areas: fault injection, fault models, cryptographic algorithms, and model checking & properties.
Fault Injection
Fault injection can be considered as an attack, when an attacker targets the hardware of a system to create an exploitable error at the software level. The goal of such an attack is to cause a specific effect at the hardware level, that in turn creates an exploitable change in the software behaviour.
The hardware effect of a fault injection attack is described through a fault model (see next section) that specifies the nature and scope of the induced modification. Typically such attacks are achieved by changing a value stored in the hardware, e.g. the value of a byte (3). Such hardware effects generally focus on the kind of fault that can be created rather than the effect this has on the software.
Simulating fault injection attacks in an experimental environment can be done in two ways: reproducing the attack on the hardware, or simulating the attack with software. Reproducing the attack using hardware technology is relatively difficult and expensive, since specialised hardware must be used to inject the fault (e.g. using a laser (7) , or electromagnetic pulse (8) ). Comparatively, simulating with software is easy and cheap because this requires only modification to the executable binary and no specialised hardware. Since the goal in this paper is to develop an efficient process that can be implemented in software, the rest of this paper only considers software simulations.
Fault Models
This section details the fault models that are used in the experiments. Each fault model describes an attack that can be conducted through a hardware or software fault injection.
The FLP fault model simulates the flipping of a single bit, either from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. This fault model is highly representative of many kinds of faults that can be induced, ranging from those due to atmospheric radiation, to software effects such as the rowhammer attack (4) . The Z1B fault model simulates setting a single byte to zero (regardless of prior value). This fault model reflects a more malicious attack in general, and corresponds to a commonly achievable attack in practice (16, 17) . The Z1W fault model represents setting an entire word to zero (again regardless of prior value). This is similar in concept to the Z1B fault model and attack, but captures behaviour more related to the hardware model, since it reflects faulting some piece of the hardware that operates on words rather than bits or bytes (such as the bus).
The NOP fault model sets the targeted operation to a non-operation instruction for the chosen architecture (in this case 0x90). The concept behind this model is that it simulates skipping an instruction, a common effect of many runtime faults (10) . However, due to the inconsistent alignment of instructions in X86 this fault model may also change parts of other instructions or values when the alignment does not match.
Both the JMP fault model and the JBE fault model simulate faulting the target address of a jump instruction. In practice there are multiple jump instructions, either unconditional jumps JMP or conditional jumps JBE. In both cases, the fault model simulates any possible change to the jump target address. This fault model corresponds to targeted attacks that attempt to bypass code, or significantly disrupt the control flow (18, 19) . Note that this is a superset of other faults that may target the same bits of the target address.
Encryption Algorithms
This section gives a brief overview of the the encryption algorithms considered in the experiments. Both implementations are open-source and consider a standard setting (e.g. without additional countermeasures).
PRESENT (14, 15 ) is a lightweight block cipher designed for use on low power and CPU constrained devices. The PRESENT algorithm consists of 31 rounds of a Substitution-Permutation Network (SPN) with block size of 3 64 bits. The canonical implementation 1 supports key lengths of 80 or 128 bits. The core encryption algorithm is the same for both 80 and 128 bit keys. The version of PRESENT analysed here is the canonical version in C for 32 bit architectures (size optimised, 80 bit key) as used in (11) .
SPECK (20) is a lightweight Feistel network cipher recently published. The SPECK algorithm is highly software-oriented as it relies only on addition, word rotation, and Xor operations. Each round consists of 2 rotations, addition of the right word to the left word, Xoring the key into the left word, and Xoring the left word to the right word. SPECK supports a variety of block and key sizes with respective number of rounds. The canonical version 2 analysed here is implemented in C, has a key length 128 bits, block size 64, and 21 rounds.
Model Checking & Properties
Model checking is a formal method for determining whether properties hold on a model (21) . Model checking has the advantage that all possible states of the model are considered, and so is guaranteed to be able to answer whether or not a property holds for a given model. The model is a representation of the program or system being considered. A good model is able to represent all the possible states and transitions that the program can achieve. In this work, the model represents an executable binary program.
Model checking must operate on properties that define good or bad behaviour of the model. Here properties are used to define correct behaviour, and also specific vulnerabilities that may be introduced by fault injection. Here three properties were considered that can be applied to the encryption algorithms.
Property 1 is to check whether the encryption was conducted successfully, i.e. the ciphertext at the end of the encryption function corresponded was correct. This allows the detection of any kind of damage to the encryption algorithm by fault injection. However, further properties are considered to examine more specific vulnerabilities.
Property 2 checks whether the ciphertext is equal to the plaintext, i.e. the encryption can be bypassed by fault injection. This is an extreme vulnerability where a fault is able to entirely skip the encryption and render the binary useless (albeit still appearing to execute without error state and produce a "ciphertext").
Property 3 is specific to each encryption algorithm, and results in a key recovery attack when combined with a cryptanalytical attack (CA). The CAs are: for PRESENT skipping the last (31st) round (22, 23) , and for SPECK to output the result of implementing only 9 or 10 rounds (24) .
A Note on Efficiency
The cost of model checking comes in the potential exponential complexity used to consider all the (possibly infinite) states of a model. However, for limited models, model checking is highly efficient and precise. Further, various approaches have been used to make model checking efficient even for large and complex models (25) .
Bounded model checking is a refinement of model checking that alleviates some of the issues with possibly infinite complexity by bounding the checking (26) . The key idea in bounded model checking is to put a bound on parts of the model that could be infinite (or at least extremely large). In practice this allows potentially infinite loops to be checked (exited early), at the loss of some precision in the results.
PROCESS
This section discusses the process used to detect fault injection vulnerabilities. In (11) a simpler version of this process was presented, here a pre-analysis step is added that improves efficiency. 1 Available at http://www.lightweightcrypto.org/implementations.php 2 Available at https://github.com/inmcm/Simon_Speck_Ciphers 4 An overview of the (extended) process is as follows. Prior to starting the process, the source code, and the properties represented by annotations within the source code, must be defined. The preparation step for the process is then to compile the source code and properties to produce an executable binary in a manner that preserves the properties as annotations. The properties are validated to hold on the executable binary using model checking. The executable binary is then injected with simulated faults to produce mutant binaries. Pre-analysis is used to filter out mutants that fail to execute, or fail to yield an output. Mutants that execute and produce an output are then passed to model checking. A difference in the results of validation and checking the properties indicates a vulnerability to the simulated fault injection. An illustration of the process is given in Figure 1 with the new extensions here shown in red. The rest of this section details and discusses this process. 
FIGURE 1 Process Diagram
The choice to start the preparation with the source code and not the binary is made for illustrative clarity and ease of use for the software developer, since defining properties over binaries is more arduous. However, most aspects of the process do not rely upon this choice, and future work is to be able to start directly from the binary. For further discussion refer to (11) .
Since this paper considers fault injection attacks upon the binary it is necessary to compile the source code into an executable binary. This executable binary represents the software application that would be executed by the system in practice. For the process here the compilation must maintain the properties in the executable binary.
The properties are validated to hold upon the executable binary using model checking. This ensures that the executable binary meets the specification of the properties and thus if there is some other error in the source code, it can be detected before fault injection and not be (incorrectly) attributed to fault injection vulnerability.
Next is the simulation of the fault injection on the executable binary to produce mutant binaries. This simulates the actual fault injection attacks and produces mutant executable binaries that represent the executable binary after the attacks have been effected. For simplicity here, the fault injection is chosen to always avoid the annotations of the properties. This is again discussed in more detail in (11) .
Pre-analysis is performed on the mutant to quickly eliminate mutants that fail to execute or fail to produce an output. Pre-analysis includes detection of: crashes, infinite loops, and error codes. This saves model checking effort when there is already evidence that the properties will fail to hold.
Mutants that pass pre-analysis are then checked using model checking. Differences in the properties between the validation and the checking indicates that the fault that was injected yields a change in behaviour that violates the properties, and so could be exploited by an attacker.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents the implementation of the process from the previous section. The implementation here exploits currently available tools where possible, despite some having significant limitations. This choice was made in order to focus upon a simple and feasible implementation of the process. For discussion of the limitations of the tools used in the implementation here, please refer to (11) . 
FIGURE 2 Implementation Diagram
An overview of the implementation is as follows, and shown in Figure 2 , again extensions from (11) shown in red. The implementation begins with the source code written in the C language and the properties represented in the source code by tool specific annotations. The source code and properties are compiled to an executable binary by the GNU C Compiler (GCC) (27) . The executable binary (including the properties contained within) is transformed into an intermediate representation in Low Level Virtual Machine Intermediate Language (LLVM-IR) by the Machine Code Semantics (MC-Sema) tool (28) . The properties are then checked on the intermediate representation using the Low Level Bounded Model Checker (LLBMC) (29, 30) . An automated fault injection tool written in python (see below) then produces mutant binaries by injecting faults into the executable binary according to the tool's fault model (? ). Pre-analysis is then performed that executes the mutant binary and checks for various failures or non-output states. If pre-analysis is passed then the mutant binary is transformed via MC-Sema and LLVM-IR to be checked by LLBMC as above. Finally, the results of model checking the executable binary and each mutant binary are compared for differences by matching the outputs of LLBMC.
Fault Injection Tool
The Fault-Injection-Tool was developed in python and released as part of the development of this paper. This tool allows injection of all fault models used in this paper, and also byte tamper that allows faulting an arbitrary byte in the executable binary to any value.
CASE STUDIES: PRESENT & SPECK
This section presents the results of experiments on PRESENT and SPECK algorithms. This includes the results of both the pre-analysis and the model checking. The experiment design is presented first, then overviews of pre-analysis and model checking, and finally vulnerabilities are discussed in PRESENT and SPECK.
Experiment Design
Each experiment fixes one of the six fault models, one of the two encryption algorithms, and one of the three properties for that encryption algorithm. Then the process is applied, testing all possible mutations that can be produced by the fault model, applied to the binary for the encryption algorithm, and testing for the property chosen. This yields thirty-six different experiments (although results are merged in following sections).
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Pre-Analysis Results
The result of the pre-analysis can be seen in Table 1 . The effect of the different fault models is fairly consistent on both algorithms. The FLP fault model yields many different behaviours, but the vast majority still produce output that needs to be model checked to determine the effect. Infinite loops, illegal instructions, and aborted results from execution are common, but all minority results. Segmentation faults are highly likely, but not as likely as an output. Other errors are very rare.
Both the Z1B and NOP fault models were highly likely to cause a segmentation fault. The next most likely outcome was an output that required model checking. Infinite loop, illegal instruction, and aborted were very rare, and other errors extremely rare (only evident in SPECK). The similarity of results for these fault models is not surprising, since they both change the value of a byte in the same manner.
The Z1W fault model almost always caused a segmentation fault. All other outcomes were extremely rare or non-evident. In particular, this meant that very few required model checking and so the pre-analysis was highly effective at reducing the cost here.
The JMP and JBE fault models predominantly produced other error or segmentation fault, although a large number of mutants still required model checking. Many segmentation fault are expected since X86 has variable size instructions and often jumps target the middle of instructions, yielding invalid instructions or arguments.
Observe that the pre-analysis reduced the total number of mutants requiring model checking from 110157 to 37089, thus reducing the model checking effort by 66.33%.
Model Checking Overview
An overview of the results of model checking can be seen in Table 2 . Observe that the most interesting result of each property has been highlighted in the table. The rest of this section overviews these results in a broad sense, while each encryption algorithm is discussed in detail in the following sections.
The validity of the model checking results was manually verified by randomly selected samples from the outcomes in Table 2 . Several 3 mutants were checked from each combination of: property, encryption algorithm, and fault model. This resulted in manual verification of the results for 265 mutants to ensure the results were correct.
The evidence from Property 1 suggests that the investigated implementations of both PRESENT and SPECK are somewhat resistant to fault injection attacks, with approximately 25.78% of mutants still yielding correct output. Conversely 74.22% produced some kind of output, usually a faulty output that does not match the vulnerabilities 3 Between 10 and 15 mutants, or all mutants if the total was less than 10.
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Property 3 identifies specific CA vulnerabilities that an attacker can use to learn information about the key (23, 32) . These tend to be specific to the behaviour of the algorithm considered, e.g. skipping a specific iteration of a loop, yet still significant to security. These turned out to be achievable frequently (64 occurrences) and with most fault models upon PRESENT, but not achievable with any of the fault models considered here on SPECK.
Observe that several crash results occurred during model checking. These are due to various different outcomes, all listed as "Crashed" in Table 2 . In 8.08% of cases these crashes were due to MC-Sema failing to parse the mutant into LLVM-IR. The vast majority, 91.9%, were due to failures of LLBMC, in particular segmentation faults in the SMT solver (STP with MiniSAT). Lastly, in the remaining 0.02% of cases LLBMC was unable to produce reliable output, stating that multiple mutually exclusive properties held 5 .
PRESENT Vulnerabilities
This section explores the 73 vulnerabilities found in PRESENT. Only a small number of these (9 occurrences) were found to violate Property 2 and so yield the plaintext. The majority (64 occurrences) were CA vulnerabilities that allow the key to be calculated from a number of ciphertexts.
All Property 2 vulnerabilities occurred from modifications to jump instructions in the code, 1 for JMP and 8 for JBE. In practice these all succeeded by changing the control flow to skip the entire algorithm and appear in only 2 places in the binary labeled with "2" in Figure 3 .
The JMP occurs early in the code as a wrapper around the main encryption algorithm, and can be exploited to jump past the encryption. There is only 1 vulnerability here because any earlier target would still execute some part of the encryption (or crash), and any later target would jump beyond the limits of the code.
The JBE vulnerabilities are all from the same address, albeit there are multiple targets that the jump can be modified to and still yield successful execution. This jump is from the comparison for the first loop, and can instead be modified to jump past the first and second encryption loops (almost to the end of the execution). There are Model Checking Results for SPECK multiple targets here since there are several places in the last loop of the algorithm that do not change the output (and the conditional for exiting the loop holds due to incorrect stack pointer offsets). There are also targets beyond the end of the loop, although these can lead to program crashes depending on the target address. Property 3 vulnerabilities, labeled "3" in Figure 3 , are more common and can be achieved with a larger variety of fault models. Like the JMP of Property 2, the JBE here has a single address that can be jumped to to yield a CA vulnerability. There are however multiple JMP vulnerabilities, all derived from changes to the exit jump of the main encryption loop being re-targeted to skip over the last round of encryption.
The FLP and NOP vulnerabilities to Property 3 are all located towards the end of the binary, since this is where the last round of encryption is executed. The majority of these are minor changes to various instructions that prevent the last round being properly executed. These include: modifying the loop index in the last round (e.g. from 0 to 32), changing registers (e.g. loading to/from %eax instead of %ecx), changing values (e.g. changing while loop bound from > 7 to > −7), changing the comparison instruction to something else (e.g. cmp to sub), etc.
SPECK Vulnerabilities
This section explores the 9 vulnerabilities found in SPECK. All of these were found to violate Property 2 and so yield the plaintext. The lack of Property 3 vulnerabilities is discussed below.
The Property 2 violations were obtained with 4 fault models, FLP, NOP, JBE, and JMP. The FLP vulnerabilities occurred due to: 1 damaging the stack pointer and so avoiding loops and skipping the whole algorithm, the other 2 changed the round key to prevent the encryption acting effectively.
The NOP vulnerabilities occurred indirectly by inserting the value for a NOP instruction (0x90) into another instruction. The first, in the jump instruction for the key generation loop and so skipping past the key generation. The second, in the encryption loop and so initialised the loop iterator to 0x90, immediately skipping the encryption.
The JBE and JMP both skip the encryption loop by jumping forward to the same 2 locations after the encryption has completed. The JBE is at the end of key generation, and the JMP at the beginning of the encryption. Property 3 vulnerabilities were not found with any of the fault models tested here. This is unfortunate but not surprising since the implementation does not have simple code path that can be exploited to yield this particular vulnerability. (Unlike PRESENT where the last round is executed in a separate loop.)
The most likely candidate fault model would have been FLP where some simple flip of a variable or value could have altered the number of encryption rounds executed. Unfortunately, since 21 rounds are executed and CA vulnerabilities have been published for 9 or 10 rounds, the numbers 21 and 9 or 10 are not a single but flip apart. However, to validate the experiments, a manual fault injection of setting the loop bound value to 10 was tested and found to be CA vulnerable with the process.
RELATED WORK
There are various related works that consider fault injection vulnerability and either formal methods or testing. This section discusses some key differences with respect to the process and approach used here.
Several recent works have considered formal approaches and fault injection vulnerabilities (9, 33, 19, 12, 10) . Both (9) and (10) use formal methods to prove the efficacy of countermeasures, in (9) for one specific implementation, and in (10) as applied to extremely small assembly code fragments. However, they consider only a single fault model, and very limited capabilities of fault injection, the latter not even on the program as a whole.
The works (33, 19, 12) all have similar proposals to the process here, albeit in more limited manners. The SymPLFIED framework (33) that exploits symbolic execution and model checking to detect fault vulnerabilities in MIPS assembly code. However, the SymPLFIED approach cannot operate on binaries or give concrete answers about the error, instead tracking "error" states as in taint analysis. Lazart presented in (19) operates only on LLVM-IR, and only considers fault injections upon control flow of the program. In (12) this is combined with the Embedded Fault Simulator (EFS) (34) to also support binary level faults on the hardware, but this extension only supports NOP'ing instructions.
Less closely related works include: (35) that tests for robustness using both software and hardware fault injection (validating software with hardware); and (36) that starts from the hardware model and use this to simulate faults on the assembly code of a program.
CONCLUSIONS
Fault injection has recently been increasingly used to attack software applications, and test system robustness. This paper presents an extended scalable formal process that uses model checking to detect fault injection vulnerabilities in binaries. This process supports the detection of many varieties of fault injection vulnerabilities, and does not rely on any particular system architecture, fault model, or other restricted choices (as are common in the literature).
Overall the process is scalable via parallelism, although model checking is still expensive. The addition of preanalysis to the process here allowed many fault injections to be easily ignored as yielding failed program states, thus improving the efficacy of the process as a whole. Pre-analysis reduced the number of mutants requiring model checking by 66.33% here.
The addition of a fault injection tool (? ) here allows other experiments to easily automate fault injection attacks. This was demonstrated in the experiments here.
The results of applying this process yielded 82 vulnerabilities, 73 in PRESENT and 9 in SPECK. Both PRESENT (9 vulnerabilities) and SPECK (4 vulnerabilities) were vulnerable to faulting jump instructions that allowed encryption to be entirely bypassed. For SPECK a further 5 vulnerabilities exist, 2 by inserting nonoperation byte values, and 3 by flipping individual bits. PRESENT was also found to be vulnerable to 64 different CA vulnerabilities, mostly through bit flips, but also through nopping instructions and jump target modifications. These were all found towards the end of the binary, where the last round of encryption occurs. SPECK was not found to be vulnerable to the CA vulnerabilities tested here. This is mostly due to the number of rounds (21) to achieve encryption and that 21 is not one bit flip away from either 9 or 10. These results indicate that some kinds of attacks may be more or less achievable depending on the structure of the code used, and so some care should be taken when choosing how to implement a fault resistant binary.
